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Metal Forming Machine
for metalworkers, locksmiths and maintenance workers

Machine Description – Basic Information.

This metal forming machine is a versatile, small-sized, low-weight machine that should enter the
consumables range and is expected to be placed in stores like Conrad, Uni-Max, UNI-HOBBY, OBI,
Bauhaus, Hornbach, Baumax and others among other tools and machine tools. The machine's size is
similar to larger splitting machines on the market which also use hydraulics.. It is easily affordable,
but comes in high-quality design and manufacturing. This metal forming machine should be a
pleasant surprise and an enticing proposition for every locksmith or metalworker and car
mechanic, but it should also attract the attention of other people who process material such as oil
plants and other food products through pressing,. With an automatic feeder, it can also provide
serial production of smaller mouldings and parts. This metal forming machine is a new metal
forming device that allows multiple metal forming processes thanks to a simple replacement of
tools. It can also be used e.g. for repairing cars and other means of transport, or even other
machinery and equipment. It can also find use in schools and apprenticeship centres as a device for
checking calculated values in practice (basic setting of programmes, material types, pressures,
shortening of material during the bending process, designing punches and dies, etc.), proposing
materials for processing and creating processes for metal forming. This metal forming machine
allows setting pressure for bending sheet metal and materials, (smaller version of a press brake),
pressing of mouldings, perforating and use as a conventional press when pressing bearings,
bushings, pins, straightening of parts and sheet metal, or cutting of material and roll bending.
Changing of tools for another forming programme is simple and quick. . Controlling the machine is
simple by manually pressing the switch button, foot switch, or by setting an automatic, repeating
mode of operation for the machine using a control unit with digital image display. The forming
machine allows adjusting the stroke height, stroke interval and fine adjustment of stroke in short
steps. It is easy to maintain precise setting of the size of the workpiece via stops or alternatively by
using a laser-illuminated line indicating the workpiece's axis, for example for placing sheet metal
under the bending bar. Movement – the strokes of the forming crosspiece and thus of the pressing,
perforating or cutting elements – is provided by hydraulic cylinders, with the lower cylinders being
rotary to allow roll bending; the upper cylinder, located on the forming crosspiece, is used to apply
pressure on the material. The control and use of the machine can be handled by any person with
average technical knowledge. In case of need for transport, the machine is equipped with wheels
and stabilizing end-pieces on the legs of the body for balancing the machine in place. Safety of work
with the machine should be similar to that found on splitting machines, where similar or even
more hazardous machine and material movements can be found. When the machine is in

automatic mode, the device should be protected by infrared gate sensors. This metal forming
machine promotes the growth of smaller companies and entrepreneurs.
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The forming crosspiece is fitted with a head for
the positioning of sheet metal pressing or nibbling
tools.

Variant 1
-

manual lever and foot control
no drawers – only racks
230 V motor
no oil cooler

Possible Variants of Control Panel Placement
Control panel and automated control
380 V motor
drawers
digital stroke measurement

The forming crosspiece
is fitted with a bar for bending
material.

View from the right.

Proposed Design of the Metal
Forming Machine

Proposed Design of the Metal
Forming Machine
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V-block and pressing bar

Shears for profile cutting

Pressing head

Shears for flat material

Roll bending mechanism
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First Planned Sample

Pressing plate and female mould
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Due to its dimensions, colour design and quality, this metal forming machine falls within the
portfolio of similar modern products on the market such as band saws, drills, welding
machines, grinders, small lathes, etc. It is therefore targeted at customers who perform a
wide range of metalworking, locksmithing, car repair and maintenance work, and who at
the same time do not require a machine for frequent and constant production, i.e. a fully
professional, large, expensive machine. It is also designed for starting entrepreneurs, as
well as for more demanding home production or DIY, or as a portable device for
installation and construction work for professionals. In addition, the machine can find use
in schools and apprenticeship centres. This metal forming machine is not financially
demanding (considering its size, quality and range of applications), yet meets the
requirements for and is capable of professional processing of materials, even partially
allowing its use in serial production of smaller mouldings and parts. In addition to the basic
accessories listed in section "Machine Accessories", the machine can be complemented by
other devices and tools, such as vices, nibbling tools, pressing tools, etc. The addition of a
pressing plate for pressing various products mentioned above such as oil plants, fruits,
forming of loose materials, amateur paper or book pressing, etc., should also contribute to
increasing the sales of the machine for example in southern regions.
Almost every handyman, locksmith or starting entrepreneur in the processing industry
owns tools and machines such as angle grinders, band saws, milling machines, small
lathes, drills, welding machines and other similar tools. Now, those looking for something
more will be able to add a metal forming machine to their list for a reasonable price.
The current customer market is large yet still unoccupied in this product segment.

Patent Protection of the Multifunctional Forming Machine
Utility model registered on 30th May 2017 under patent and utility model number 2017 –
33760
Registration number: 31053, owner Vlapos s.r.o..
On 26th September 2017, the utility model was registered in the Register of Utility Models
and the following was obtained

Certificate of Utility Model Registration Number 31053.
Bundesrepublik Deutschland – Gebrauchsmuster - Nr. 20 2018 102 781
Multifunktionsformmaschine IPC: B21D 35/00 - Inhaber Vlapos s.r.o.

The utility model ensures a ten-year period of priority for production and sale of the device.
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The full description of the utility model, including a list of reference numerals and drawings in
the document are not included here due to their scope.
Sale – Negotiation and supply to stores such as Conrad, Uni-Max, UNI-HOBBY, OBI, Bauhaus,
Hornbach, Baumax, including Internet retailers such as Amazon, AliExpres, E-Bay and others,
who have many large department stores and warehouses all over the world, would
represent a production of ca. 10 – 100 units per day even with sale as low as only 1 unit in 1
store per 1 week. Owing to its versatility and range, the machine offers significant cost
savings by eliminating the need to purchase multiple highly financially demanding machines
specialised for individual processing methods. The use of this machine would be
advantageous to customers, particularly given the current situation, where the Covid 19
epidemic demands more independence and work from home.
The
use of subsidies and investment inducements could be a decisive factor in securing
production assets and ensuring growth of a company.

Composition of the Forming Machine
Steel Parts and Structures
Side supporting and guiding plate – 2 pcs, precise cut shape + machined guiding surfaces
Bottom table – 1 pc
Upper spacing piece of the press
Supporting profile of press cylinders + pressing crosspiece
Top piece of piston cylinder holder + bottom piece of piston cylinder holder 2+2
Lower part of piston rod for holding the pressing plate 2 pcs
Guiding angle irons of the pressing plate 2 pcs
Press column – frame
Sliding plates for guiding the pressing plate
Other small components and fasteners.

Hydraulic components – Hydraulic pump, hydraulic tank, hydraulic distributor – block,
hydraulic control elements, hydraulic cylinders, pipes, hoses, fasteners, hydraulic filter, etc.
(For roll bending cylinders: hydraulic motor + three-way electro-hydraulic valves).
Electrical components – Switchboard, PLC unit, display, control panel, control elements,
switches, relays, frequency converter, cable harnesses etc.
Tools and Accessories to the Metal Forming Machine.
Pressing bar + V-block
Shears – upper and lower part
Pressing head
Roll bending cylinders, upper and lower part + controls
Profile shears – upper and lower part
Pressing plate and female mould
Feeder (with linkage to the position/strokes of the forming crosspiece and with rollers with
adjustable
feeding dimensions, including time delay setting)
Support with rollers for feeding material. 6
This type of metal forming machine design, both in terms of dimensions (small in size) and
application (option to choose from a variety of programmes for material forming), is absent
on the market and sought after by many customers.
This type of machine, or even a stronger type for a width of 1 m and force of up to 20
tonnes, which is in the works, should fill this gap on the market. Naturally, it will be difficult
to find new sales channels, distribute the products as globally as possible, ensure sufficient
production and increase the value of the company, but we are confident that with skilled
workers, traders and export-oriented companies, it will be possible and will happen quickly.
This offer for sale of the utility model for this new metal forming machine, including samples
and documentation, for licensed production offers the opportunity to break through and
introduce a new, original product – a machine with accessories – to the market.
It is a good opportunity for a new licence owner to enter the market, achieve high return on
investment by either growing their business with their own technologies and experience or
making use of business incentives for new, innovative products, and to acquire a constant
profit share from the company's sale of the product on the market.
This licensed production will provide the new owner a full suite of advantages on the
market. We anticipate the trade routes and contacts established as a result of the licence
shall hold even after the expiry of the ten-year term of protection and production shall grow
and expand further afterwards as well.
The future licensed production owner also gains a dominant position on the world market by
investing a relatively small capital, even with initially low or average sales.
The current market and its composition of various metal processing options directly call for a
similar device.
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